
Specialized textile weavers since 1960



Robusta can process natural materials like rush, jute, sisal, 

wool, basalt, silk and steel and synthetic fibers such as 

polyethylene, polyester, polypropylene, polyamide, dyneema, 

high modulus yarns and composites or combinations. You 

can also consult Robusta for specific needs, new materials 

and technical capabilities, to develop new (sometimes 

revolutionary) products.

In our carpet division we manufacture a wide variety of carpet 

in various yarns and constructions. Rolls for wall-to-wall 

applications in residential or commercial areas, but also an 

extensive variety of area rugs in all sizes and with various 

border finishings, for use in homes, outdoor living spaces or 

commercial areas.

Robusta B.V. complies with management system certification according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001

Robusta B.V. is a family owned business dedicated to weaving various kinds of fabrics. Since its founding in 

1960, the organization is located in Genemuiden. Over more than 50 years some major changes have taken 

place. Robusta has changed from a coir weaver and rushes trade to polypropylene (composite) fabrics for 

civil engineering and woven carpet made with natural yarns and synthetic yarns. The customer’s wishes, the 

discovery of new materials and new technical possibilities provide interesting and innovative developments.

Specialized textile weavers                
            for carpet and industrial      
     applications since 1960



Fine Bouclé is traditional sisal weave with a long history. Beautiful to use wall-to-

wall or as rug. Our Sisal carpet is timeless, with a rich history in all kinds of interiors 

all over the world. Not only does it create an unique character in every room, but 

it is also environmentally friendly. Sisal is an unique natural product and almost 

unequalled in its durability and strength.

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: sisal  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing   

Total height: ± 6 mm  Total weight: ± 2.200 gr./m2  Application: indoor use

Sisal  •  Fine Bouclé

Fine Bouclé 1320 Fine Bouclé 1365Fine Bouclé 1325

Fine Bouclé 1370

Fine Bouclé 1328

Fine Bouclé 1376 Fine Bouclé 1377 Fine Bouclé 1378



Heavy Bouclé is a classic chunky bouclé weave. Beautiful to use wall-to-wall or as 

rug. Our Sisal carpet is timeless, with a rich history in all kinds of interiors all over 

the world. Not only does it create an unique character in every room, but it is also 

environmentally friendly. Sisal is an unique natural product and almost unequalled in 

its durability and strength.

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: sisal  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing   

Total height: ± 7.0 mm  Total weight: ± 2.750 gr./m2  Application: indoor use

Sisal  •  Heavy Bouclé

Heavy Bouclé 4425 Heavy Bouclé 4470 Heavy Bouclé 4476 Heavy Bouclé 4478



Panama is a traditional basket weave. Available in a one colour design, but also 

in a modern two colour design. Beautiful to use wall-to-wall or as rug. Our Sisal 

carpet is timeless, with a rich history in all kinds of interiors all over the world. Not 

only does it create an unique character in every room, but it is also environmentally 

friendly. Sisal is an unique natural product and almost unequalled in its durability 

and strength.

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: sisal  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing   

Total height: ± 6.0 mm  Total weight: ± 2.200 gr./m2  Application: indoor use

Sisal  •  Panama

Panama  
2727

Panama  
2511-11

Panama  
2815

Panama  
2515-15

Panama  
2876



Tiger Eye is a modern chunky basket weave. Beautiful to use wall-to-wall or as 

rug. Our Sisal carpet is timeless, with a rich history in all kinds of interiors all over 

the world. Not only does it create an unique character in every room, but it is also 

environmentally friendly. Sisal is an unique natural product and almost unequalled in 

its durability and strength.

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: sisal  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing   

Total height: ± 7.0 mm  Total weight: ± 2.600 gr./m2  Application: indoor  use

Sisal  •  Tiger Eye

Tiger Eye 8266 Tiger Eye 8269Tiger Eye 8267

Tiger Eye 8270

Tiger Eye 8268



Chunky is a young generation big and heavy basket weave. Beautiful to use wall-to-

wall or as rug. Our Sisal carpet is timeless, with a rich history in all kinds of interiors 

all over the world. Not only does it create an unique character in every room, but 

it is also environmentally friendly. Sisal is an unique natural product and almost 

unequalled in its durability and strength.

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: sisal  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing   

Total height: ± 5.0 mm  Total weight: ± 3.250 gr./m2  Application: indoor use

Sisal  •  Chunky

Chunky 7712 Chunky 7765Chunky 7728

Chunky 7768

Chunky 7728-65

Chunky 7776 Chunky 7778
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Design 41 and 43 are available in 2 colours each, using beautiful natural looking 

polypropylene yarns. Design 41 has a genuine natural woven look. Design 43 has a 

floral design which looks beautiful in a large area rug. Design 41 and 43 are easy 

to maintain and wear exceptionally well. Suitabe to use as wall-to-wall carpet or 

rug in your home or to use as a rug outdoor. Design 41 and 43 are fully waterproof, 

slip resistant, and will not fade in the sun. As an outdoor rug it provides a fabulous 

extension to your indoor living space!

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: polypropylene  Width: 400 cm  Backing: latex backing   

Total height: ± 6.0 mm  Total weight: ± 1.640 gr./m2  Application: indoor & outdoor use

Flatweave PP  •  41 & 43

Flatweave PP 4111

Flatweave PP 4325

Flatweave PP 4125

Flatweave PP 4311
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Bouclé 67 is a modern looking small loop weave, using beautiful natural looking 

polypropylene yarns, available in 7 colours. Bouclé 67 has the look of a natural 

woven carpet, is easy to maintain and wears exceptionally well. Suitabe to use as 

wall-to-wall carpet or rug in your home or to use as a rug outdoor. Bouclé 67 is fully 

waterproof, slip resistant, and will not fade in the sun. As an outdoor rug it provides a 

fabulous extension to your indoor living space!

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: polypropylene  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing   

Total height: ± 4.4 mm.  Total weight: ± 1.530 gr./m2  Application: indoor & outdoor use

Flatweave PP  •  Bouclé 67 

Flatweave PP 
67-13-131

Flatweave PP 
67-31-131

Flatweave PP 
67-16-131

Flatweave PP 
67-37-131

Flatweave PP 
67-22-131

Flatweave PP 
67-40-131

Flatweave PP 
67-43-131
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High/Low 68 is a combination of small lower loops and higher big loops, using 

beautiful natural looking polypropylene yarns , available in 7 colours. High/Low 68 

has the look of a natural woven carpet, is easy to maintain and wears exceptionally 

well. Suitabe to use as wall-to-wall carpet or rug in your home or to use as a rug 

outdoor. High/Low 69 is fully waterproof, slip resistant, and will not fade in the sun. 

As an outdoor rug it provides a fabulous extension to your indoor living space!

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: polypropylene  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing   

Total height: ± 4.9 mm  Total weight: ± 1.515 gr./m2  Application: indoor & outdoor use

Flatweave PP  •  High/Low 68 

Flatweave PP 
68-13-131

Flatweave PP 
68-31-131

Flatweave PP 
68-16-131

Flatweave PP 
68-37-131

Flatweave PP 
68-40-131

Flatweave PP 
68-43-131

Flatweave PP 
68-22-131
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Panama 69 is made in a traditional basket weave, using beautiful natural looking 

polypropylene yarns, available in 7 colours. Panama 69 has the look of a natural 

woven carpet, is easy to maintain and wears exceptionally well. Suitabe to use as 

wall-to-wall carpet or rug in your home or to use as a rug outdoor. Panama 69 is 

fully waterproof, slip resistant, and will not fade in the sun. As an outdoor rug it 

provides a fabulous extension to your indoor living space!

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: polypropylene  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing   

Total height: ± 5.1 mm  Total weight: ± 1.655 gr./m2  Application: indoor & outdoor use

Flatweave PP  •  Panama 69

Flatweave PP 
69-13-131

Flatweave PP 
69-31-131

Flatweave PP 
69-16-131

Flatweave PP 
69-37-131

Flatweave PP 
69-22-131

Flatweave PP 
69-40-131

Flatweave PP 
69-43-131
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Diagonal 614 is made in a fashionable diagonal weave, using beautiful natural 

looking polypropylene yarns, available in 4 colours. Diagonal 614 has the look of a 

natural woven carpet, is easy to maintain and wears exceptionally well. Suitabe to 

use as wall-to-wall carpet or rug in your home or to use as a rug outdoor. Diagonal 

614 is fully waterproof, slip resistant, and will not fade in the sun. As an outdoor rug 

it provides a fabulous extension to your indoor living space!

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: polypropylene  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing   

Total height: ± 3.5 mm  Total weight:± 1.690 gr./m2  Application: indoor & outdoor use

Flatweave PP  •  Diagonal 614 

614-16-131 614-40-131614-22-131 614-31-131
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Herringbone 616 is made in a traditional, but timeless herringbone weave, using 

beautiful natural looking polypropylene yarns, available in 4 colours. Herringbone 

616 has the look of a natural woven carpet, is easy to maintain and wears 

exceptionally well. Suitabe to use as wall-to-wall carpet or rug in your home or to 

use as a rug outdoor. Herringbone 616 is fully waterproof, slip resistant, and will not 

fade in the sun. As an outdoor rug it provides a fabulous extension to your indoor 

living space! 

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: polypropylene  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing  

 Total height:± 3.4 mm  Total weight: ± 1.600 gr./m2  Application: indoor & outdoor use

Flatweave PP  •  Herringbone 616 

616-16-131 616-40-131616-22-131 616-31-131
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Diamond 622 is made in a traditional, but timeless diamond weave, using beautiful 

natural looking polypropylene yarns, available in 4 colours. Diamond 622 has the 

look of a natural woven carpet, is easy to maintain and wears exceptionally well. 

Suitabe to use as wall-to-wall carpet or rug in your home or to use as a rug outdoor. 

Diamond 622 is fully waterproof, slip resistant, and will not fade in the sun. As an 

outdoor rug it provides a fabulous extension to your indoor living space!

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: polypropylene  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing   

Total height: ± 3.2 mm  Total weight: ± 1.520 gr./m2  Application: indoor & outdoor use

Flatweave PP  •  Diamond 622

622-16-131 622-40-131622-22-131 622-31-131
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ZigZag 627 is made in a new and modern weave, using beautiful natural looking 

polypropylene yarns, available in 4 colours. ZigZag 627 has the look of a natural 

woven carpet, is easy to maintain and wears exceptionally well. Suitabe to use as 

wall-to-wall carpet or rug in your home or to use as a rug outdoor. ZigZag 627 is fully 

waterproof, slip resistant, and will not fade in the sun. As an outdoor rug it provides a 

fabulous extension to your indoor living space!

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: polypropylene  Width: 400 cm  Backing: gel backing   

Total height: ± 3.2 mm  Total weight: ± 1.460 gr./m2  Application: indoor & outdoor use

Flatweave PP  •  ZigZag 627 

627-16-131 627-40-131627-22-131 627-31-131
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Flexmat is a modern woven outdoor carpet. Made with strong and durable technical 

yarns. Suitable to use as outdoor rug in all weather conditions. Flexmat is easy to 

maintain and wears exceptionally well. Flexmat is fully waterproof, slip resistant, and 

will not fade in the sun. In combination with our special outdoor borders, Flexmat 

provides a beautiful extension to your indoor living space!

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: polypropylene  Width: 400 cm  Backing: no backing   

Total height: ± 6.0 mm  Total weight: ± 2.360 gr./m2  Application: indoor & outdoor use

Flexmat  •  Outdoor 

Flexmat 3000 Flexmat 3069Flexmat 3000-15

Flexmat 3070

Flexmat 357015-15

Flexmat 3015

Flexmat 3070-10

Flexmat 367000-70

Flexmat 3085

Flexmat 37151000-00Flexmat 351510-15



Using modern weaving technology, we have created a carpet with high-strength user 

properties and an unique character and softness. Because of the high durability 

rating (class 33) and contract fire classification (Bfl), our flatweave polyamide 

contract collection is suitable for intensive use in heavily-used contract areas such 

as offices, hotels, shops, and so on.

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: polyamide  Width: 400 cm  Backing: latex backing   

Total height: ± 3.5 mm  Total weight: ± 1.474 gr./m2  Application: indoor use

Flatweave PA  •  Contract 

Bouclé - 24P7

Bouclé - 28P6

Bouclé - 27P11

Bouclé - 28P10

Bouclé - 28P5
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Using modern weaving technology, we have created a carpet with high-strength user 

properties and an unique character and softness. Because of the high durability 

rating (class 33) and contract fire classification (Bfl), our flatweave polyamide 

contract collection is suitable for intensive use in heavily-used contract areas such 

as offices, hotels, shops, and so on.

Manufacturing method: woven  Pile material: polyamide  Width: 400 cm  Backing: latex backing   

Total height: ± 3.5 mm  Total weight: ± 1.474 gr./m2  Application: indoor use

Flatweave PA  •  Contract 

Panama - 28P6

Panama - 24P7

Panama - 28P10

Panama - 27P11 Panama - 28P5
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Robusta has the possibility to supply 

all carpet also in rugs in the size and 

finish of your choice. With modern 

facilities and a large expertise and 

history in rug fabrication, we can 

meet your demands in supplying 

rugs. Our rugs are cut from our 

stock rolls and therefore sizes are 

unlimited. Our rugs can be used for 

different applications, such as indoor 

living spaces, outdoor living spaces 

or commercial areas. We offer a 

large variety of rug finishings and 

borders like overlocking, small and 

wide borders in cotton, art leather, 

chenille, pvc, etc. Feel free to ask us 

about special rug border finishings 

and rug sizes.

Rugs 
1. Choose your 
Robusta carpet 

2. Choose your size 3. Choose your finishing 

Bouclé - 27P11

Flatweave PP 
67-16-131

Flatweave PP 
69-43-131

Flatweave PP 
622-31-131

Fine Bouclé 1377

Square

Round

Rectangle

Cotton

Art leather

Outdoor



“ the right rug can finish a    
     space to perfection”



Head office, factory, showroom 

Robusta B.V.

Industriestraat 15

8281 BN  Genemuiden

The Netherlands

Tel: +31(0)38 385 4866

sales@robusta.nl

www.robusta.nl

Robusta B.V. is registered with the Chamber of Commerce Oost Nederland,  

The Netherlands, registration number 05036975.

Contact


